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TOOLS REQUIRED    

•  A pair of ordinary scissors
•  A felt tip Marking pen (texta)

FOR VINYL LINED POOLS   

Take extreme care when trimming or cutting your solar blanket 
on all forms of vinyl lined pools or above-ground pools. 
Your scissors may damage the vinyl.

STEP 1: Unfold Pool Blanket and allow to float on the pool 
surface with BUBBLES FACING DOWN and SMOOTH SIDE UP 
(see Fig 1).

STEP 2: Flatten Pool Blanket out with your pool broom to 
disperse air trapped beneath the blanket.

Note: Blankets will never lay perfectly flat due to pre-shrinkage 
at the welds during manufacture.

STEP 3: The Blanket supplied will be larger than the pool 
surface area, therefore the excess has to be trimmed off. As it 
is easy to cut too much off, (leaving a poor fit), it is strongly 
recommended to initially cut the Pool Blanket larger than the pool.

STEP 4: With an assistant, trim off the excess blanket to roughly 
the shape of the pool. 

Note: If leaves are a big problem in your backyard, a useful hint 
is to allow an extra 50mm to 100mm (2” to 4”) of excess material 
on all sides, (Fig 2) thus ensuring a tight fit. This will minimise the 
chance of leaves “creeping” down the edge of the pool. If you 
don’t have a great leaf problem and want the Blanket to be the 
easiest to manage. After the Blanket has been on the pool for 
4 weeks (this time allows for some shrinkage) you can cut the 
Blanket to the water line. (See Fig 1). Note: The Pool Blanket may 
still shrink a little further which normally makes the Blanket fitting 
and removal easier.

STEP 5: With the use of a 50mm x 100mm block of wood, 
mark the pool blanket at 300mm internals. When you come to 
an inside curve, (See Fig 4) cut the blanket to the waterline on a 
gentle angle to allow the blanket to lay flat. (Approx 300mm each  
side of the centre of the inside curve). (See Fig 4).  
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ROLLER ASSEMBLY

TOOLS REQUIRED
Hammer, 6.7mm drill bit, drill, marking pen, tape measure, dustpan. 
Unpack all components.

1.  Confirm the widest part of the pool where you require the roller to be 
 fitted and measure allowing up to 400mm wider than waterline edge.

2.  Slide the two inner tubes into the larger outer tube and extend to 
 measurement in Installation 1 above, now centralise the middle  
 tube so each outer tube is the same distance each side. (Fig 1).

3. Drill 4 x 6.7mm holes 100mm in from the edge of middle tube, each 
 side, using the lines in the tube as a guide. (Fig 2).

4. Insert white nylon “tap in” inserts, tap stainless steel nail into insert.

5. Install alloy end plugs in each end of roller tube, tap in with 
 hammer fully.

 Now measure 30mm in from the outside face of end plugs (Fig 3) 
 and drill 4 x 6.7mm holes as per 3 & 4 above.

6. Slide on end frames making sure both frames are facing the same 
 direction ie brake pins facing the pool (Fig 4). Place on the handle  
 or wheel on the side you wish to operate from and fasten with

 10mm nut and flat washer. Screw on end plug nut to opposite 
 frame and tighten.

TUBE JOINING 100MM TUBE

ROLLER PARTS
2 x A Frames
3 x Tubes
 (1 x large)
 (2 x small) i.e. for 3 piece system
1 x Drive handle or wheel combo
2 x End plugs
1 x Protective over cover (you cut to length)
1 x 100mm nut
1 x Flat washer
1 x Non drive end cap
16 x Nylon tap in inserts
4 x Butterfly clamps for over cover
2 x Shock cord
1 x Sharp nail (to poke holes in over cover)
1 x 6.7mm Drill bit

FITTING KIT

10 x Butterfly clamps
8 x Nylon Tees
18 Metres of cord for pull-out-cord and to connect blanket to roller
1 x small cap end bolt (to install clamps)

ELITE ROLLER, ASSEMBLY & COVER TO ROLLER  
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Trim the pool cover as per instructions provided.

2. Lift the pool cover one metre out of the water to allow you to  
 work on the cover on the pool surround, at the end where the  
 roller is to go.

3. Mark 5 to 7 places (depending on how wide the pool is) with a  
 marker at even spacing’s across the roller end of the pool cover, 
 starting 200mm in from each end (Fig 9).

4. Ideally cord connections should be spaced 550mm to 
 650mm apart.

5. Draw a straight line on pool surrounds with chalk at back of  
 pool approx. 1.5m - 2m back from waterline, running square to 
 pool end. This is your guide to cut and connect all cords to the  
 roller. By following this process, you will not need to adjust any 
 cords (picture all pools as an imaginary rectangle).

6. Place cord through clamps and position in preferred locations 
 on the blanket. Make sure clamps have pierced pool cover. 
 Place bolt supplied over the clamp and tap each corner with  
 hammer. (Fig 6) tie knot (Fig 7) for clamp.

7. Run each cord back to straight line on paving, cut cord and 
 burn the end with a lighter to avoid cords fraying. Use a twisting 
 motion to make a point (be careful not to burn fingers, best to 
 wet finger tips before twisting cords).

8. Slide cords through T-Piece (like threading a needle) and tie 2 
 knots (Fig 8) at front and back of T-Piece. This avoids tees 
 sliding down cords.

9. Pull Cord Connections Repeat clamp connections at opposite 
 end to roller, centre clamps to pool cover, use 2-3 clamps. 
 Pull cord should be around 1 meter longer than pool. (Fig 10).

10. When all connections have been applied to the blanket, place 
 blanket back onto the pool and position roller over waterline edge.

11. Locate brake pins into the front of the A frames so they slide 
 easily up and down.

12. Once you are happy with the position of the roller location, 
 tap brake pins on pool surrounds to create a marked position. 
 Drill a 10mm hole using a masonry drill bit for brake pins to lock 
 roller in place.

13. Lift all cords to roller tube, pull up and over the tube. Make sure 
 all cords are pulling up straight and not on an angle to roller tube. 
 (Fig 9).

14. Mark locations with a marker, use a 6.7mm drill bit. Slide 
 T-Pieces into place. You may want to move roller back away  
 from the pool after marking hole positions, or place a drop sheet  
 on the ground to catch the aluminium filings when drilling holes.

15. Your Roller and pool cover are now installed.

16. Remember to place white protective over cover over roller when 
 the blanket is rolled up to protect from the sun. 

COVER TO ROLLER  
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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